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“BWB offers great opportunities,
it’s not just about football but
learning how to be more
independent. I have learnt to
take more responsibility for
doing things that my parents
used to chase me to do.”
Luke Banfield

“I’ve learnt to try your best
and never give up. I’ve got
better confidence now.”
Theo Lynden

“I am trying to make the best
of every opportunity at BWB –
BWB is fun, with lots of
opportunities to do new
things with great friends.”
Tim Durojaye

“Funniest moment: learning
the BWB handshake.”
Charles Bibby

“BWB is amazing.
My favourite trip was the
Gothia Cup, meeting and
playing against players from so
many different countries.”
Archie Morris

“I’ve learnt not to judge
players solely on ability.”
Caleb Nash

“I don’t eat so much junk
food since I’ve been
part of BWB.”
Joel Rosser

Welcome
It has been a lengthy, yet thoroughly pleasurable process, but finally we are able to present the 2014 magazine for BWB03.
This publication is a long time coming considering that 2015 will be our 13th year in operation, but looking through the pages, I am sure you
will agree that it reflects the effort and the joy of all those who have taken part in our activities over the past 12 months.
If you look carefully enough, the four values (Compassion, Responsibility, Curiosity and Resilience) which form the bedrock of our programme
are brought to life in words and pictures. Pleasing is that so many of our young members have taken the time to contribute, and rightly so as
this is their story.
I hope that this collection of reports and ideas will form a rich memento of a special time in their upbringing, but that it will also help to spread
the significance of community projects and the importance of standing for something, having a purpose. Whilst BWB03 forms currently the
mainstay of the Bath & Wiltshire School Sports Trust, it is our aim that we can apply the enthusiasm and success of the programme to other
areas so that more children and the wider community can benefit from the charity’s work.

INTRODUCTION TO THE TRUST
Following growing concerns regarding participation levels in sport amongst young people and a sense of apathy towards community values,
the Trust was founded with the aim to encourage young people to use sport as a medium to interact, learn, nurture good habits and essentially
develop a passion which will provide opportunities beyond their current expectation.
Significantly, the Trust recognises that the environment in which children are now growing up is affected by the demands of a technologicaldriven society largely shaped by a consuming media network. Whilst there seems to be pressure to achieve prescriptive guidelines in every
field, the process of achieving, the definition of achievement, and the recognition of a responsibility beyond oneself have been forgotten.
The Bath & Wiltshire School Sport Trust wishes to spread the message through sport that learning is about the process of personal experience;
that opportunity to experience is the key to developing understanding. We wish to provide opportunities that raise expectation, nurture
personality, and encourage an awareness of common responsibility so that knowledge and skills can be used in all areas of life.

Opportunity
to perform

Opportunity
to take part

Opportunity
to grow

Using sport to provide opportunity to nurture passion, individuality and growth

OBJECTIVES OF THE TRUST
1. To promote sport and learning opportunities to the wider community
2. To place sport at the heart of the community by providing opportunities for involvement in sport for young people in Bath and West Wiltshire
3. To work with individuals and organisations to establish strong partnerships which provide a platform from which to develop and deliver
worthwhile and beneficial community projects
4. To develop and implement forward thinking projects and initiatives which are in response to community needs
5. To help organisations develop and maximise the use of community facilities
6. To promote the development of compassionate, independent thinkers who are able to contribute to the community

TRUSTEES
Ray Li
Ray is a restaurateur and former chairman of Bath City Youth. His
skills in the kitchen and on the coaching field have been invaluable
over the years, and he now spends his time juggling his son’s
blossoming golf career, with running a business and helping the
Trust.

Ted O Leary
Ted is Head of House and Maths teacher at St Laurence School in
Bradford on Avon. Having been involved with Larkhall Athletic with
his son Max, Ted became involved with the trust when Max was
selected for the District team as a 9 year old. Max played for three
years and is now playing in goal for Bristol City’s Youth team

providing psychological support for the youth teams. Damian’s
expertise has been invaluable over the years and he has been all
over Europe accompanying the boys!

Chris Reed
Chris first came to our attention as an under 12 when he played in
the Team Bath Futures programme. He now works at Weston All
Saints Primary School as a teacher’s Assistant and coaches within our
under 10 age group. With his youthful looks we are thinking of
playing him with our under 12s…

Tim Kirk

Ed is a Business Consultant and is based in Bath although his work
takes him all over England and abroad. Ed runs a team at Bath City
Youth, and his son Gabriel is a current under 13 in the BWB team.

Currently taking the under 11s and 12s, Tim can be found
contributing to most age groups and on most tours. Having worked
abroad and in England at grassroots and professional level, the Trust
is able to take advantage of the experience gained from an
operational as well as practical coaching perspective.

Greg Taylor

Ray Li

Greg was one of the founders of the District set up and of the Trust.
A former Bristol Rovers player, Greg is a keen football enthusiast,
although his taste in teams is questionable (he is an avid
Manchester United fan). Greg is now Headteacher at
King Edward’s Primary School.

Ray tends to float between age groups and can be found spreading
his wisdom on most Wednesday nights as well as at fixtures and tours
abroad. Ray is particularly good with the under 11 age group
and his interventions in the past has seen the boys get
some welcome relief from Tim and Shanes’
constant nagging!

Edmund Tann

Tim Kirk

Shane Kiely

Together with Greg, Tim founded the
District team and has remained within the
system since. Taking care of most
operations, Tim also coaches across the
age groups using his experience
gained from the teaching profession as
well as from within the professional
football world itself at club and
governance level.

Shane initially coached the West Wiltshire
District team until we amalgamated it
with the Bath side. Since then he has
taken various age groups and provided
the light relief whenever things have
got too busy! Unfortunately and like
Greg, he suffers from that condition
which entices victims to follow
Manchester United, and he can be seen
often travelling up the M5/6 to Old
Trafford – some might call it insanity.

Tim Curtis
Tim wears many hats and has been
involved with the Trust for many years.
Chairman of Chilcompton Sports, he also runs
their senior team, and has been our chair of
trustees for two years now. He is also Chair of
Governors at St Vigor and St John in Chilcompton.

Shane Kiely
Shane is a coach and safeguarding officer for the trust. His work
involves teaching PE to a cluster of primary schools in the Bradford
on Avon region, and he is also a qualified gymnastics coach.

Kevin Okell
Kevin is a local entrepreneur and is a Director at Altus, the Trust’s
main sponsor at present. Kevin became involved with the trust when
his son, James, aged 10 was asked to join the District squad. Since
then Kevin has accompanied teams to Germany and Spain to help
with their progress.

COACHES
Simon Shortridge
Simon is an IT consultant and also a coach at Keynsham Town FC.
Simon joined the Trust recently and is currently looking after a squad
within the under 12 age group. His meticulous planning and
enthusiasm has been a welcome addition.

Damian Hodge
Damian is a sport psychologist and coach and splits his time between
the Trust and Bristol City FC where he takes the under 10s as well as

APPRENTICE COACHES
There are a number of young and budding coaches who
help within the programme, most of whom have been involved with
the Trust in the past. Jamie Smithies was a former captain at under
11 level, whilst Henry Taylor, Sam Simpson Jarman, Joe Prescott and
Toby Harding all played for many years wearing the white and blue.
It is fantastic to see them projecting their enthusiasm with the
younger boys, and it completes a cycle which keeps the uniqueness
of the BWB programme alive. Joining the ex BWB’s are also Bryn
Williams, Lewis Cox and Harry Neal from Wellsway School.

ADMINISTRATION
Sarah Harding
Sarah has lived a lifetime of activity with BWB and the Trust. Having
had three boys go through the system, she is in a unique position to
know everything there is to know about the Trust! Sarah is in charge
of the administration and accounts, which have become immense
tasks in recent times! Sarah also took part in the enrichment
programme last year, driving 100s of miles through Europe and then
riding down perilous cliff faces – a lady for all tasks for sure!

Jo Bridgeman-Daw
Jo is another recent addition to the team and she has come on board
to help with the organisation of the many events and tours that we
run. Her son Toby joined as an under 10 and is currently in the under
11 age group

THE BWB DISTRICT TEAMS
Since April 2003, Bath and Wiltshire have been selecting boys from all the schools in the local areas to
represent the District in national and international tournaments and festivals.
Approximately 200 boys a year try out to become members of one of the 5 age groups run by BWB03 –
from under 10 to Under 14. All boys must attend a school in the local area and then go through a trial
process in June. Once selected, the boys participate in a free coaching programme which spans the length
of the season and offers them the chance to travel abroad.
The curriculum the boys follow is designed to be age specific and is based on the Trust’s four values:

RESPONSIBILITY – CURIOSITY – RESILIENCE – COMPASSION
A. Mallory Bains
J. Burston
T. Durojaye
B. Humphreys
O. Kondratowicz
F. Miller
E. Pennington

Batheaston
Saltford
Selwood Academy
Newclose
Peasedown St John
Academy of Trinity
The Avenue

L. Roddy
M. Tantram
L. Wheeler
B. Knudsen
T. Lynden
C. Nash
T. Ruck

T. Ellis Ricketts
E. Grubb
N. Lovelock
H. Morse
L. North
J. Perry
W. Rawlings
T. Rosedale
L. Bahadur

All Hallows
Westfield Primary
Combe Down
Oakfield Academy
Farrington Gurney
St John's
Peasedown St John
St Stephen's
Moorlands

L. Fry
D. Jones
J. Paradise
H. Newman
M. Pearce
L. Purnell
M. Robinson
J. Rosser
T Bridgeman-Daw

B. Allen
F. Blackman
S. Cray
W. Dugan
B. Evans
A. Harding
A. Isherwood
A. Morris

Chew Stoke
St Stephen’s
Westfield
Widcombe
Selwood Academy
East Harptree
St Vigor & St John
St John’s Catholic

B. Bishop
J Comerford
C. Curtis
L. Eglin
B. Haines
A. Henderson
R. Jones
L. Osborne

St Patrick's
Saltford
Midsomer Norton
Christ Church, BOA
St Keyna Primary
The Mead
St John’s Warminste

Oldfield Park
Ivy lane
Newbridge
Midsomer Norton
Quggas crescent
Midsomer Norton
Kings Lodge
Widcombe
Kings Lodge

Saltford
Ubley
Westfield .
The Avenue
St John’s
St Stephen’s
Waycroft Academy
Widcombe

C. Bibby
J. Dali-Kemmery
F. Gould
W. Smith
O. Thomas
M. Noad

Heywood
St John's, Bath
Midsomer Norton
Midsomer Norton
Midsomer Norton
St Marys RC

D. Simpson Jarman
J. Tantrum
F. Henderson
G. White
S. Smith
M. Webb-Peploe
J. Thompson-Roberts
N. Brisdon
C. Bullock

Chandag
Saltford
St Stephen’s
Stanton St Q
Pristley
St Saviours
Sutton Veny
Bitham Brook
Midsomer Norton

T. Phelps
L. Ross
I. Wain
B. Whitson
J. Porton
O. Swann
J. Westley

St Stephen’s
Oldfield Park
St Joseph’s Catholic
Newbridge
Chandag
St Saviours
Holt

C. Ransome
A. Propert

Blue School
St Laurence School

SEPTEMBER ADDITIONS
S. Leonard
J. Noad
H. Shortridge

W. Burston
L. Dawe
O. Glendinning
W. Harbinson
F. Lyons
C. Myrie
G. Paul

A. Alchin
H. Barter
S. Bruggers
J. Croad
B. Harding
M. James

Beechen Cliff School
Beechen Cliff School
Wellsway School

A. Maslan
H. Hudson
T. Swaby

Wellsway School
Wellsway School
The Blue School
Beechen Cliff School
King Edward’s School
Oldfield School
Beechen Cliff School

H. Collings
J. Ditom
F. Haines
M. Harrison
G. Nolan
J. Okell
A. Prescott

Wellsway School
Oldfield School
Norton Hill School
Writhlington School
Chew Valley School
Ralph Allen School
Ralph Allen School

G. Tann
C. Westbrook
A. Noad
B. Walpole
J. Lott
J. Bird

L. Banfield
C. Bradbury
W. Cockram
F. Dixon
T. Kingman
A. Matthews

Wellsway School
Sheldon School
Chew Valley School
St Gregory’s
Norton Hill School
Norton Hill School

L. Morrissey
H. Peacock
A. Smale
A. O’Neill
W. White
A. Sainsbury

Sheldon School
Writhlington School
St Laurence School
Melksham Oak Community
Chew Valley School
Chew Valley School

Ralph Allen School
King Edward’s School
Beechen Cliff School

King Edward’s School
Wellsway School
St Gregory’s
King Edward’s School
Blue School
Norton Hill School

Sheldon School
Wellsway School
Wellsway School
Wellsway School
Selwood Academy
Chew Valley School

BECOMING A BWB
In order to become a District Schools player boys have to participate in a series of three sessions during which the coaches select
squads based on the four values and the four subject areas of the curriculum. Here, two of the boys describe their experiences.

Trials – by Will Cockram, Chew Valley School and George Paul,
Beechen Cliff School
Why did you want to trial for BWB?
Will - I really wanted to trial for Bath & Wilts as I had heard from
so many of my football friends what a great set up it was
..... I wanted to achieve a better level of football, and
how great to represent Bath & Wilts District
Schools?
George - I had been involved with the U11 age
group in 2012/13 and had really enjoyed it –
especially the trips and tournaments that we
went on, it was great to play people from
different countries. I think I learnt a lot whilst
being with BWB and wanted to improve more.
What was the trial process like?
George - We had to trial twice a week for 3 weeks, the
sessions were quite intense but they gave everyone a
chance to prove themselves. We played a series of matches each
time, where the teams were mixed up so we all got a chance to play
against everyone.
Will - I had been to some other trials before so I was used to it. But
I was surprised by how many people there were there.

George – There was also a written part of the trials. For this you had
to say why you thought you should be included in the new squad. I
thought this was a good thing because it makes you think about the
four values of BWB - responsibility, resilience, curiosity and compassion.
Will - I was surprised by the written task as I had never done
that before, but I thought it was a good idea as it meant
demonstrating your understanding of the game. It
also involved explaining why you wanted to be part
of the squad.
What was it like to be part of the squad?
George - Being in the squad has been great,
the coaches are really good and I think I have
learnt a lot from them. I have been lucky and
have been given the opportunity to travel to
some fantastic tournaments in Sweden, Holland
and Germany.
Will - When I received the email to say I had got into the
squad I was SO pleased.... it meant so much. It was such a
privilege to represent the school district squad, I really felt very
proud. Once I had my training kit, and then blazer & tie, I felt I
belonged. The best bits of the whole season were the European
tours like Gothia and Holland. I was so happy to go because I had
never done anything like that before and I was proud to represent
Bath & Wilts and England in foreign countries.

DO WE REALLY WANT RISK-AVERSE LIFESTYLES?
The BWB programme is built upon the nurturing of four values,
responsibility, resilience, compassion and curiosity. These particular
values were chosen specifically to counter a trend in modern culture
which has seen our efforts to ‘protect’ children resulting in a lack of
vital skills such as resourcefulness, independence, common sense
and self-regulation.
Dr David Whitebread, a senior lecturer in psychology of education
at Cambridge University, has consulted researchers from across
Europe and found children’s leisure time is cut down by too much
school work, safety fears, and lack of understanding of the impact of
free play. His report, The Importance of Play, warns ‘play provision is
under threat in Europe’ and adult intervention is often ‘counterproductive’.
He mentions that the UK is particularly ‘risk-averse’, with children
‘heavily supervised’, which contrasts with the more rural Scandinavian
countries where children play independently in natural surroundings.
The paradox is that whilst we as children enjoyed such freedoms, we
are so reluctant to allow the modern generation to have the same
The report claims that children have ‘increasingly limited
opportunities for the free play and association with their peers which
were so commonly available . . . to their parents and grandparents.’
Reasons for this cannot just be attributed to protective parents; a
blame and suing culture first seen in the US has quickly spread here
in the UK; the growth of technology has encouraged children to
become less active and to socialize in different ways; and the
influence of the media has shaped behaviour so that over-supervision
is growing, with more and more parents worried about children
playing outside due to traffic, crime, harassment and violence,
abduction, and germs.
Whilst we recognise and endorse the need to keep children safe,
we also seek to maximise the opportunity for them to be exposed to
activities and opportunities which will help them develop those skills
necessary to succeed not just on the field of play, but in all areas of
life. This exposure to calculated risk allows them to experience the
emotions required to form judgments about themselves and those

around them, thereby helping them to make more independent and
informed decisions, a skill crucial during the throes of adolescence
and beyond.
On touching on such a subject, one is reminded of the poem
Nettles by Vernon Scannell. Like many popular pieces of writing, it
carries a clear, and simple message.
Dr Whitebread’s full report: The Importance of Play - A report
on the value of children’s play with a series of policy
recommendations, April 2012
Nettles by Vernon Scannell
My son aged three fell in the nettle bed.
"Bed" seemed a curious name for those green spears.
That regiment of spite behind the shed:
It was no place for rest. With sobs and tears
The boy came seeking comfort and I saw
White blisters beaded on his tender skin.
We soothed him till his pain was not so raw.
At last he offered us a watery grin,
And then I took my hook and honed the blade
And went outside and slashed in fury with it
Till not a nettle in that fierce parade
Stood upright any more. And then I lit
A funeral pyre to burn the fallen dead.
But in two weeks the busy sun and rain
Had called up tall recruits behind the shed:
My son would often feel sharp wounds again.

FREERIDING
by Harrison Peacock, U14, Wellsway School

One of the highlights of the year is the trip to the Stelvio for skiing
and snowboarding. In 2014 there were two chances to grace the
white powder - at Easter and over Christmas. Here Harrison Peacock
describes his time through the ‘freeride zone’.
At the highest point on the mountain (3100 metres) we carried
our snowboards and walked across the ridge of the mountain away
from the main piste. I was really nervous, especially as we all had
to have avalanche packs on us including a transponder to find us if
we got covered with snow! Caveman, Toby, Hobo and I followed
Kici the instructor across the thin, icy ledge overlooking the rocks
that penetrated through the layers of powdery snow and I almost
dropped my board it was so cold; Tim was not happy!
Eventually we came to the bit that we were all dreading and
peered over the edge – it was steep! I stood there trying to conjure

up the guts to drop down onto the deep snow, so I had one look
back at the lookout point where everyone was taking photos and
filming – would it be my last photo?!
Once we were on our snowboards and going down the mountain
all the nerves seemed to vanish, now we were just having a great
time. The snow was really nice and powdery, a nice change from
the
icy
pistes.
However it didn’t
mean we didn’t fall
over! Within the first
two
minutes
I
tumbled head first
into
the
snow,
luckily it was soft
but it was absolutely
freezing and I had
my GoPro on my
head! More big falls
followed and Gabe
even
went
the
wrong way meaning
he had to walk 100
yards across the
powder to get to
the rest of us! The
whole thing only
took 20 minutes,
but it was my first
time boarding off
the edge of a mountain top and into a ‘freeride zone’ and I can’t
wait to do it again – not sure my mum was that keen though judging
by the nail biting as we disappeared over the ledge.

INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE 2014
One of the most significant and exciting aspects of the BWB03 programme is the opportunity to travel abroad. Whilst away the boys are
challenged in each of the four values, the ventures chosen carefully to encourage the boys to develop their social, moral and cultural
awareness, as well as their sporting ability. From the age of 9 the boys are offered the chance to visit places which bring them into contact
with people from all over the world, even as far as Mongolia and Kyrgyzstan. These interactions allow the boys to access new experiences
which help to shape their perspectives and attitudes in all areas. Through the medium of football, the boys gain so much more than an
enhanced ability to play the game.
Dortmund

Germany

October 2013

Under 11s, U12s

Bruges Cup

Belgium

Easter 2014

Under 10s & under 11s

Aviko Cup

Holland

May 2014

Under 11s, 12s, 13s

Scharr Nations Cup

Germany

June 2014

Under 11s, 12s

Gothia Cup

Sweden

July 2014

Under 10s, 11s, 12s, 13s

Bormio

Italy

August 2014

Under 11s, 12, 13s

Bideford

Devon

August 2014

Under 9s, 10s, 11s, 12s, 13s, 14s,

Barcelona Cup

Spain

October 2014

Under 13s, 14s

Ateitis Cup

Lithuania

November 2014

Under 11s, 12s

Bormio

Italy

December 2014

Under 11s – Under 18s

BARCELONA CUP
by Gabriel Tann, U13, King Edwards School
With the weather in England typically rubbish, we were looking
forward to sunshine in Spain, as well as the football of course. It was
an early start as we had to be at Gatwick in our suits and ties. They
were so itchy but it was probably worth it as everyone stared at us
and asked for photos!
It was dark by the time we got to the chalets later that day, but
after a tiring journey we came to life when we saw them - they were
so nice! The resort had 3 massive pools with slides, a basketball
court, football pitch, trampoline, golf and a beach volleyball court!
But we were here for the football first. The first day on the pitch
was good, playing our tika taka style football we managed to win all
our games. As a reward we got to go to the beach! We played
football in the sea and rugby on the sand whilst Kev tried to get a
tan.

The second day we were in the hunt for the trophy as we had
finished at the top of our group. But now it was a knock out. In the first
game of the day we beat a Spanish side 2-1. After we had won another
game we were through to the final, which was to be against a big team
from Finland. It was a tough game and we conceded first. However,
we put up a good fight and we got a goal back which really annoyed
the much bigger opposition. At half time it was 1-1 and it was clear that
they wanted to upset us by kicking and making late tackles and
unfortunately they ruined the game. Somehow we conceded 6 in the
space of 10 minutes as we got upset by their aggressive tactics. As
the Finns gloated at the end, Tim and Kev took us to the beach to do
a debrief. Although we wanted to be the winners, we agreed we would
not want to win like that. Going to the beach again was a bonus, and
we hired lots of pedalo boats to take control of the sea instead!

THE AVIKO CUP
by Harry Barter, U13, Writhlington School and Joe Porton, U11, Chandag Juniors
HARRY BARTER
Day 1
An early start on Friday saw a big day ahead for the BWBs.
Excitement was kicking in as the smurfs entered the bus at 4am.
Emotions were buzzing - excitement, happiness and nerves. After 2
hours of travelling the bus started to simmer down a bit and everyone
started to regret not going to sleep. Once the Smurfs had reached
the euro tunnel it was time to sit down and eat lunch and chill out…
except that wasn’t the case, hide n’ seek and one bounce football
matches were top of the agenda!
Once we reached France it was time for another 2 hours on the
bus, the bus was gradually getting quieter and quieter as the smurfs
began to fade. Once we had reached Holland there wasn’t long to go
and on any part of the bus you would definitely hear, “Are we in
Holland?” Next stop Center Parks. Luggage and food was delivered
to chalets and chalet numbers distributed. The route to find the
chalets was made to look harder than it was by travelling through
such a big campsite with lots of trees! It was a calm relaxed
environment in the campsite. We headed towards the club house to
grab a bite to eat - lots was on the menu, but Tim advised
salad….Sleepy eyes were starting to be noticed so that was a good
time to head back to the chalets and get some much needed rest…
Day 2
Football, Football, Football, Saturday was the start of the Aviko cup!!
An early start for breakfast followed by a 30 minute drive to the
grounds where it would all begin. The 13’s faced strong opposition in
the group games from Belgium, Holland and Germany, they all
played high tempo football with more exertion than the English
teams. However we were more than a match for our opponents. We
played our usual fluid football, knocking the ball from left, right and
centre with passion added to our game hoping to progress further in
the competition. With strong performances through all our group
games a place in the semi finals beckoned…
Saturday was an action packed day, where gaps between matches
meant we were able to watch the other smurfs in action in different
age groups, in true BWB style.

After a day of hard work it was time to head to the aqua dome for
some swimming, slides and of course “King of the Floats” - would
Damo retain the crown?
Two hours later with prune like fingers, it was definitely time to eat.
Master chef Ray Li’s finest chicken and pasta on the menu
mmmm…… To finish off the day 2014 Champions league final, Real
Madrid Vs Athletico Madrid, HALA MADRIDDDD! Oh wait, which
one? More sleepy heads, time for bed!!
JOE PORTON
Day 3
I was very tired the next day but it was great to watch the Under 13s
play their last match and win their age group and the Under 12s did
well, especially as they were playing against teams older than them.
Next it was our turn. We played a Dutch and German team who were
both very strong and tackled hard. We managed to win a few games
and all we knew was that we had to score at least five goals to have
a chance of winning. We managed to score seven and we walked
over to the presentation but did not know where we had finished.
There were 21 teams in the under 11s competition so we had to wait
ages. A team from Holland came third and when they said the team
from Germany came second we realised we had won and we all went
mad, especially when we went up to get the trophy.
We went back to the villa and I cooked Chicken Casserole with
Dash but he wasn’t much help as he felt sick when he poured the
casserole into the saucepan.
Before we left for the long journey home we had to clean up the
villa, tidy up and strip our beds. The coach trip seemed longer going
back but it was good to get home.
I thought the trip was fantastic and it was great to get to know the
older boys. I can’t wait for the next tour and I hope I will have the
opportunity to go again next year.

The Gothia Cup is the World Youth Cup, the biggest
tournament for youth football in the world with over
70 nations represented and 1700 teams taking part.
by Jago Thompson Roberts, U10, Sutton Veny Primary School
and Jago Lott, U12, Wells Blue School

Last July 39 lucky smurfs went to Gothenburg accompanied by 4
coaches dreading the week to come. After waking at 3am we arrived
at the airport not exactly wide-eyed. But by 6am all early nervousness
had gone and we were off to Sweden! I was excited yet nervous
before going away, but by the time we had left I’d gained confidence
and knew it would be ok.
When we landed Tim discovered that the kitbag was missing, and
after much fretting and walking around it was arranged that it would
be bought to our school later. We jumped on a minibus and found
our rooms, which were big and spacious halls where everyone lay out
their beds. Then we were off again - on the tram to a lake where the
water was a weird orangey colour and after our session of jumping
and playing in the water we all got out feeling like we had been
wrapped in clingfilm! We finished the day with a slice of the most
expensive birthday cake ever!

Next day (after a false start when Alfie woke everyone at 4 in the
morning) we headed off to play our first friendly match against a team
competing in the Gothia Cup but not in our group. Everyone played
well and it was a good warm up for the tournament ahead. In the

afternoon local team BK Masthugget provided us with plenty of food,
football and overall fun.
By now we had moved to new accommodation – another school
with all of us sleeping on the floor in the large gym hall. We all tucked
into bed excited about the games the next day ……..no we didn't.
We went off to watch the World Cup final, all of us supporting
Argentina as if it was our own country. We sat on benches in an indoor
stadium with many other Gothia teams packed in there with us. At
half time we decided to leave although Mason nearly got left behind
– you should have seen Tim’s face when he found him….!
The next morning we were all up early to watch the U11’s play but
disappointingly their German opposition didn’t turn up. Then the
other U11’s played their opening game and became champions of
the crossbar challenge, hitting the bar 12 times and missing
numerous chances – although they managed to stay in the game,
playing well and maintaining good possession.
After all the games for the day were done, it was off to one of the
best moments of the Gothia Cup, the opening ceremony. We were
entertained with a colourful presentation which made us all smile, and
there were some fantastic fireworks. Thousands of players, coaches
and supporters from countries from Australia to Greenland filled the
huge stadium. First off a
team representing every
country proudly walked
out holding their flag
high. There were Mexican
waves flying around the
stadium and songs like
'Radioactive',
'Riptide'
and 'One Way Or
Another' ringing around
the Gothenburg air. Then
it was back to the gym for
much needed sleep.
By now we had met
teams from places like
Spain, Germany, Sweden,
Peru, Zimbabwe and
Ghana. There were teams
everywhere, on the trams,
in the playgrounds, in the
streets, in the town –
literally everywhere you
went.
After the previous day’s game of crossbar challenge, the U11’s were
determined to score today – and they did, winning 3-2 against decent
opposition. It was a tight game with both teams looking threatening
but the 11’s won it with a Van Persie type volley from Cameron – who
later admitted it was a fluke as it came off his shin! The day ended with
all the BWB teams still in the competition, and showers back at school.
Wednesday was the day that spiced things up. The group stage was
coming to an end and the knock out stage was about to start. There
were no second chances now! All the BWB teams had finished in the
top two in their group games, putting them all in the A cup draw.
The knock out rounds saw mixed success. The U11’s lost in their first
game 9-1 against an Italian side of what seemed like 15 year olds! –
much bigger and more powerful than the BWB’s. The U12’s progressed
further, winning one game on penalties after a cracking final goal from
Popey before losing their next game. All in all it was a day of mixed
emotions after doing so well in the group stages and then being
knocked out in the final rounds.
But then came the time of departure from this amazing city. We had
met amazing people,
played in an amazing
tournament and made
amazing friends and I'm
sure that like me no one
who went will ever
forget the time they had
in Gothenburg city. And
I also don't think I will
ever be as tired as I was
that Sunday night that I
got back!!

STUTTGART - THE SCHARR NATIONS CUP

BRUGES CUP

by Benedict Bishop, U11,
Saltford Church of England Primary School

Bruges Cup by Fin Miller, U9,
Academy of Trinity School

Hopes were high but faces were looking tired as we left Heathrow for
Stuttgart at the ridiculous time of 6:30 a.m. I felt exhausted and
embarrassed when I realised that I had forgotten my black shoes
and had to wear my green trainers throughout the stay. I felt
confident though that we were going to do well and make the other
teams remember us.

Bags packed, we left so early on Friday morning it was still dark. I
was a bit nervous about leaving home for 4 days, but once I was on
the bus it was fine. I was so excited I nearly forgot to say ‘bye to
Mum and Dad. The bus was so busy with chitter-chatter that the
journey just flew by. We were on the ferry in no time and quickly
after that we were arriving at our Hostel near Bruges. What a
fantastic place, it was surrounded by a huge park and we were
straight out to play, football, manhunt, climbing, it was all going
on!
After that it was time for some dinner. There was plenty to
choose from and it was no different to home. We shared our rooms
with 4 of us in each room. We were all laughing at each other as we
had to get washed and changed then it was lights out and off to
sleep.
Next day we were up early making our packed lunches, then off
to the tournament. There were 5 teams in our group, 3 from
Belgium, 1 from Holland and 1 from England, that was us!
There were lots of other teams from different ages and different
countries. It was funny when we tried speaking to some of the other
teams as we couldn’t understand each other. If we liked another
team we would go and support them in their games and some
teams would come and shout and cheer for us.

We flew by plane which was nice because I couldn’t bear another
long, boring coach journey. When we arrived at our hotel we
dropped off our bags and set out to go swimming. On the way we
stopped at supermarkets to buy our food, it was really delicious.
The next day we started the competition with star teams like
Borussia Dortmund, Bayern Munich, Red Bull Salzburg and Stuttgart
themselves. We played against SV Vaihingen and managed to
scrape a 1-0 win but we also played the Grasshoppers, ending up
with a 1-1 draw, which meant that we would go through to the
knockout stages. Unfortunately we then lost 2-1. That was the worst
moment, as we lost when the opposition were awarded a goal even
though the ball didn’t cross the line. After the tournament we
chatted about how we lost the game and our overall performance.
The German teams played with a much higher tempo and always
knew where their next pass would be.
The next day, for some reason, nothing clicked; we were
struggling to score and just couldn’t pass quickly and smoothly
enough. There were 10 teams in the competition and we found
ourselves in a play-off for 8th or 7th position. In that game we played
really well and won 1-0, which we thoroughly deserved. Although
we had been struggling, we turned it around and played how we
should have been playing from the start. I think that this taught us
that we needed to come out strong straight away and take
advantage of every chance.
The trip was unforgettable with ups and downs, and the funniest
moments were when Tyler kept on shouting out options and when I
made up the teddy song. But we stayed strong as a squad and
hopefully we will have more luck next year.

We played well, scored some fantastic goals and won most of
our games except for the one against Sparta Rotterdam. They were
a very good team with lots of skill and accurate passing. They beat
us and won the tournament.
When our games were finished we went to cheer for the other
BWB teams who had come with us on the bus. I made lots of new
friends.
With the football over, it was time to go home.
On our way home we stopped at a big indoor swimming pool.
This was my favourite part of the trip. There were so many water
slides it was amazing. We were all laughing so much as people
came flying down the slides.
Then it was back on the bus to Twerton Park. All our parents were
waiting for us. I had laughed so much I had nearly lost my voice.
BWB trips are amazing, everyone is so friendly and you get to
have so much fun. The coaches are brilliant and the football is great
too!
Harley Morse, U10 from Oakfield Academy adds…
I felt both excited and nervous at the same time before we set off
...The journey was really long, but we entertained ourselves by
playing cards whilst we were on the ferry...By the time we got to
Belgium I felt a bit sick.
The hostel was really nice...At meal times music was played in
our rooms to let us know it was time to eat. The first time we heard
it, it scared us!
We played a variety of teams from Belgium, The Netherlands
and the U.K. The teams were very strong and showed us an
amazing amount of skill...Seeing the other teams play so well made
me feel more determined to play my best.

BONDING IN BIDEFORD

DORTMUND

by Dylan Jones (AKA Bublé), U11, Ivy Lane Primary School

by Archie Harding, U11, East Harptree Primary School

On the 29th August 2014 I went on an induction weekend in Bideford.
The weekend was to help bond the BWB boys.
When we were travelling down to Bideford on the coach we sang
songs and chatted and I made some new friends. As soon as we got
there I started to feel excited and nervous about meeting the rest of
the boys but I shouldn’t have been nervous as everybody was really
friendly. We had lunch and then we all had football training which was
good fun.
Later that evening Tim treated us to a quiz about football. Some of
the boys entertained us by having headstand competitions followed
by a press up battle!

As the smurfs left in the two minibuses limited to 60 mph everyone
was buzzing with excitement. Within good time we reached the
Eurotunnel. Some boys were expecting to see an exciting array of fish
in the depths of the Atlantic, but what they did see wasn’t quite as
exciting. We soon arrived at our destination closely followed by the
arrival of Stuttgart FC. Everyone was very happy that the long journey
had ended and the adventure had begun.

The next day team 1 went surfing which I had never tried before.
Surprisingly it was really easy and brilliant fun. But wearing my trainers
into the sea felt like I had weights on my feet and I couldn’t run very
quickly.
In the afternoon we played a match against Bideford and won by
quite a few goals! Dinner was exceptional that night, what an amazing
day!
Our last day was also great, we had football training while team 2
played a match. We then travelled home and met our families and
had a big barbeque before heading back to our houses for some
much needed rest and sleep.

My funniest moment was when a room mate spilt water by accident
on the carpet just before our room inspection. He had to lie on it so
we didn’t fail the inspection. Failure meant us doing lots of chores! I
think everybody including the Swedish team that came along with us
had a brilliant time. I am looking forward to many more awesome trips
like this one with BWB in the future.

Tim signed us in and we all rushed to our rooms with great
excitement. Everyone settled in nicely and before you knew it there
was an echoing sound going around the hotel of snoring smurfs.
The morning came and it was time for a very exciting day of
activities. The boys started the adventure by visiting a local water
park. Everyone took to the slides, the biggest amusement was the
rapid slide. Everyone was bombing down it. But it was soon time to
leave and go back to the hotel for a training session and a picture
with the Stuttgart team bus. After the training session and a tiring day
everyone was snoozing again.
The sun rose and the sleepy smurfs awoke with great excitement,
for what was planned for the day was something quite special. The
boys had breakfast and were soon ready to go to the Dortmund
training ground.
As the two buses arrived Reus and his fellow teammates were
training right next to where we had parked! So that was a good way
to start the day. The boys were taken on a tour around the training
ground and were soon familiar with their surroundings. But before
you knew it there was another activity, the passing machine!!!!
Everyone rushed over and soon the famous machine was testing the
boys to their limits.
Sadly the boys couldn’t stay there forever and had to leave
because they had a game to play. The games were soon underway
with the under 11’s playing Dortmund and the under 12’s playing a
local side. The under 11’s struggled at the start with the quick play
and let in some early goals but they kept fighting and managed to
get one memorable goal in the last quarter through Popey. The
under 12 team didn’t struggle so much and gave the other team a
good game.
After our games it was
off to see Dortmund first
team play against Stuttgart.
We arrived early so that
the boys could go in the
shops and purchase some
Dortmund ‘stuff’. Once the
boys had bought half the
store between them it was
match time. The stadium
was giant, and with so
many supporters it was
hard to keep the smurfs together but the coaches did a magnificent
job and we were soon all singing songs. Dortmund went one nil
down but fought back and were soon beating Stuttgart quite
comfortably. The game ended 6-1 and it was time for the boys to
have a good night’s sleep.
The boys were soon awake again but they weren’t quite as excited
about that day as they were for the others because they were going
back home.

BWB ENRICHMENT

Experience

Based on a similar project based on Rome a few years ago, the Bath
Schools’ Sport Trust embarked upon another venture to provide the
platform for a small group of boys to project-manage and conduct an
outdoor pursuits and cultural venture in Italy last summer
16 boys took up the challenge to spend 6 days in the lakes and
mountains in which they were tested before and during the trip by the
Trust’s four values of responsibility, compassion, curiosity and resilience.
In order to join the programme, boys were invited to make an
application based on how they thought such an adventure would
benefit them, and what they would do to raise the funds to participate.
Once chosen, 4 groups were set up each having a particular
responsibility: Travel - Accommodation - Food and drink - Activities
During numerous meetings and after much research the boys planned
and booked the details necessary to turn their ideas into reality. The
hard work done, it was then time to start the journey.
Enrichment trip to Bormio, Italy By Stefan Bruggers, U13,
St Laurence School
I had only visited Italy once before the trip and all my memories of it
were positive. The delicious food, awesome landscape, perfect weather
and the different culture all stood out. So when I found out that I could
go to Italy without my parents, I was buzzing. I knew that it would be an
amazing opportunity for me to learn new things and to enjoy being
independent whilst having a great time. I also knew that the trip would
challenge me in a positive way, putting me out of my comfort zone;
meaning that I would come back as a more self-confident person.
Sixteen people were selected out of three different age groups. I think
this was a good idea as it made us mingle with other age groups and
become one big group rather than three smaller groups. The sixteen of
us were then split up in to four different groups prior to the trip. The
groups were Accommodation, Activities, Catering and Transport. We
then met up on a monthly base, planning and eventually booking the
trip. I was put in charge of accommodation, and with three other boys
we had to arrange all the accommodation. This involved emailing and

sometimes even ringing people we didn’t know, trying to sort
everything out.
It was a great feeling to have organised everything and put all the
pieces of the jig-saw together.
However, the trip did cost money. So we had to do some
fundraising. This period was very rewarding, everyone working
together to achieve one goal. All the boys did their part, car boot
sales, cake sales, raffles, film night, sponsored events, car washing and
lots of other little jobs.
When the day of our departure finally arrived, everyone was very
excited but it was an early start so most people were still half asleep.
I’m not sure though, if anyone was aware of the journey we had ahead
of us. It was long!
We had hired a minibus, but it was more of a van. It was brand new
which was nice but there was a down side to it, no eating allowed. I
know, ridiculous. Anyway, we got the Eurotunnel from Folkestone to
Calais and then we drove on the A26 all the way down to Reims where
we stayed the night. The accommodation here was not splendid but
it did the job. The next day we then went straight to Camping “Cima
Piazzi”– our accommodation in Bormio, Italy.
The campsite had bungalows where we stayed and in my opinion,
they were very nice. The bungalow I stayed in had a bunk bed and a
double bed. It also had a little kitchen which came in handy as we had
pasta every night.
The activities were amazing. I thought that Mountain Biking was the
best because I was initially really quite scared but I overcame the fear
and it was extremely enjoyable. Our guide Kici was really funny and he
made it ten times better. The Mountain Walk and Rafting were amazing
experiences as well. The Mountain Walk saw us visit and stand under
a glacier and the Rafting had us sing all the way down the river. It was
all so much fun! I would love to go back and do it all again.
The worst part of the trip would have to be the journey. I don’t even
want to talk about it.
I would definitely like to go on these kinds of trips more often and I
would love to explore a new country or maybe a new continent. Maybe
take the plane next time though.

Richmond Bell Architects

Horner Roberts creates bespoke kitchens and
kitchen furniture to suit a great variety of homes.
We produce a broad range of styles, but our house style is largely that which has become
known as ‘Shaker’. We tend to follow the tenet of the Shakers and keep everything fairly
simple. Generally we don’t include unnecessary ornamentation, preferring to concentrate on
functionality.
Importantly, we make sure that all our timber comes from sustainable sources. Combined
with high quality man-made materials like Corian, quartz stone, stainless steel and brass, we
use materials which will last a lifetime.
We keep abreast of the latest fittings, and advise our customers about those storage solutions
that we know will stand the test of time. Magic corners, recycling bins, larders, specialist spice
drawers, larder racking and bottle-racking are all elements that we regularly install.
e aim is always the same: to produce a kitchen of lasting value using the most appropriate
materials and methods of construction.

Horner Roberts
Contemporary kitchen designs and bespoke furniture
Unit 32, Applin’s Farm, Farrington, Nr Blandford, Dorset DT11 8RA
Telephone: 01747 812515 Email: info@horner-roberts.co.uk

Complete Table Top,
Bar and Kitchen
Equipment
Parsley In Time have been supplying
catering equipment for over 30 years.
To businesses and individuals alike,
no order is too big or small.

020 8317 5080
info@parsleyintime.co.uk

Tiger mothers will disagree,
but you can’t manufacture a

In this article, New Statesman journalist Ed Smith looks at the theme of nature versus nurture.
We have prodigies all wrong. We fool ourselves
that the secrets of exuberant ability can be
observed and then replicated elsewhere to
achieve the same results. But the truth could not
be more different. The more we learn about
high performers, the clearer it becomes that
there is only one universal characteristic: they
are all different. Nurturing greatness cannot be
decoded into a pretend science. It hovers
somewhere between an art and a mystery.
It has been a bad month for “tiger mothers”;
the first of many bad months, one hopes. Paul
Tough’s book How Children Succeed explores
the huge dangers that follow from the sharpelbowed obsession with high grades, whatever
the human cost. And Far From the Tree, Andrew
Solomon’s new study on prodigies, punctures
the fantasy that elite talent can be coached by a
single prescriptive method.
Solomon’s previous book, The Noonday
Demon, was a deeply intelligent study on
depression. The same mixture of thorough
reporting, humanity and erudition informs Far
From the Tree. “While it is true that parents push
their kids too hard and give them breakdowns,”
Solomon writes, “others fail to support a child’s
passion for his own gift and deprive him of the
only life that he would have enjoyed.”
Cherry-picking
Judgement, in other words, always trumps
theory. “I gradually realised that all parenting is
guesswork,” Solomon concludes. It is a timely
intervention, because two strands of
conventional wisdom have converged to
reinforce the idea that if pushy parents follow
the right formula, they can engineer designer
children.
The first is the hegemony of developmental
psychology. Solomon describes “the
widespread presumption that a child’s destiny
hinges on getting a baby foot on a tall ladder”.
Anyone who has observed parents in the elite
pockets of London or New York will have
witnessed the hysteria attached to early
achievement. It is as wrong as it is terrifying. The
biologist E O Wilson was asked what
represented the greatest hindrance to the

development of children; his answer was the
“soccer mom” and her list of after-school clubs
and activities.
Obsession with how well your child is doing at
the age of three and a half has been
compounded by pop science books promising
the secret of nurturing greatness. The genre tells
us nothing about genius but a great deal about
ourselves. In a phony meritocracy, genius must
be reduced to a formula that is open to anyone.
It cannot be acknowledged unless it can be
domesticated and commodified.
Cherry-picking is the preferred methodology
favoured by authors determined to “decode”
genius and to uncover a template for future
greatness. Well, let’s cherry-pick two examples
that demonstrate the problem with cherrypicking.
Until very recently, the pre-eminent rivalry in
men’s tennis was between Rafael Nadal and
Roger Federer. It is one of the greatest rivalries
in sports history. Here is the crucial point:
though both men were exceptional young
players, the learning environment in which they
grew up could not have been more different.
Nadal’s parents effectively ceded Rafa’s tennis
upbringing to his father’s brother, Toni. Uncle
Toni was brutally tough, pushing Rafa to the
limits of his physical and mental capacity. Even
now, despite being an 11-time Grand Slam
winner, Nadal plays with a hounded intensity, as
if fearful that he will be punished if he ever stops
chasing down lost causes.
When Rafa was growing up, as John Carlin’s
authorised biography describes, the rest of the
family worried deeply that Toni might be
damaging the teenager: “In the case of Rafa’s
mother, [bemusement] occasionally gave way to
anger . . . His godfather went so far as to say
that what Toni was doing to the child amounted
to ‘mental cruelty’.”
There is no escaping the logic that Nadal’s
education was an enormous risk. The uncle
gambled that his nephew could withstand
extraordinary pressure. Rafa could easily have
been crushed. That the risk ended in success
does not prove it was not a risk.
Compare the story of Federer, who has won

17 Grand Slam titles. A passage in Jon Wert heim’s book Strokes of Genius summarised the
influence of Federer’s family: “His parents
weren’t pushy; if anything, they were ‘pully’. If
they nudged him at all, it was to stop taking
tennis so seriously. Instead of supplementing
God-given talent with burning ambition and
intense training, the Federers stressed fun.
Instead of suggesting to their son that he was
special, the Federers took pains to treat Roger
no differently from their daughter, Diana.”
The Nadals pushed the boundaries; the
Federers provided a “relentless onslaught of the
normal”. In terms of nurturing winners, the two
opposite approaches have been roughly equally
vindicated. In human terms, both men are
widely admired. There is no “right” approach. It
depends on the character of the child.
Random selection
What makes some men and women exceptional
will always remain unknowable. The uncertainty
has two separate dimensions. First, there is the
complex and largely unanswerable question of
innate talent, gifts conferred at birth. This strand
of greatness then interacts with the equally
unscientific question of nurture. Identifying
exceptional talent is hard; knowing what to do
with it is even harder.
Humanity is not only messy and disordered, it
is also random. We can be sure that many
potential prodigies lived unfulfilled lives in an
unhelpful environment. We can be equally sure
that many children with access to every social
and economic advantage are crushed by overcoaching – or lack the talent to benefit from it.
We cannot even learn rigid lessons from elite
achievers because the interaction of nature and
nurture is always unique.
That mystery will doubtless annoy tiger
mothers around the world. For the rest of us, the
fact that some corners of human achievement
cannot be deconstructed is a source of joy and
humility.
Many thanks to Ed Smith and the New
Statesman who have given special permission
for Ed’s article to be used in our magazine.

The BWBs and their parents were very lucky when author and media consultant
Chris Green visited Bath to give a talk on his experiences of youth development
whilst he was researching for his book, ‘Every Boy’s Dream’.

1) What inspired you to write 'Every Boy's Dream and why are you
considering a follow up?
Every Boy's Dream was the result of looking at the English academy
system for ten years from many different angles. Every Boy's Dream
was intended to be a hard hitting book focusing on real life personal
stories which unashamedly puts the interests of children first so
inevitably looks at the welfare, education and economic failures of this
system.
Too much power is in the hands of big clubs who, for all their
moaning about what had gone before, have failed to produce sufficient
quality players for both themselves and England's senior and age
representative teams, for which they have scant respect and interest.
The sequel I am planning will focus on what needs to be done to repair
things - how we help retune the lives of boys who have been mercilessly
recruited by professional clubs often at infant school age and only know
football as a competitive sport to be played under pressure rather than
an activity to be loved - and who then find themselves released by clubs
and out of love with sport completely while still at school - and how we
find proper help and support for parents who have this whole thing
crashing into their family lives at rapid pace.
I will also pose the most serious and uncomfortable question in
British football - does the game have the collective moral strength and
will to put self-interest aside and admit this particular system is failing,
has been poorly conceived and shockingly implemented so requires a
complete rethink and cultural sea change.
2) What are the major issues facing young players and their
parents?
Realism. I think the vast majority of boys in professional football
academies are sold a dream and sold a lie by clubs. Most don't stand
an earthly chance of ever becoming a professional player so too many
boys are simply recruited to make up the numbers to support those
that do - but no one wants to shatter their dreams or admit the truth.
The process starts too young and carries on too long. There are too
many players (children, let's not forget) playing in academies from too
young an age and playing under too much pressure too soon and for
too long.
They are often denied the chance to participate in school sport with
their peers (which is a ludicrous overstepping of the mark by clubs who
seek to prevent it), they don't get the opportunity to play sport for fun,
they travel too far to play academy matches and at 16-18 their
education needs are often woefully, almost criminally, overlooked.
3) Having spoken to so many parents, coaches and representatives
from all levels, what do you think needs to happen to resolve these
problems?
Firstly, let’s remove the heartache by vastly reducing the number of
boys playing in academies. This is supposed to be elite sports
development - but at present it is huge trawling exercise with
professional clubs sifting through tens of thousands of boys at any one
time at very little expense. There simply aren't the opportunities at the
other end.

Clubs shouldn't be able to recruit boys
under the age 12 (14 preferably) or be able
to run spurious satellite or development
centres that slip under the radar of any sort
of proper educational scrutiny. Many of the
brilliant youth developers in this country
never asked for this or appear to want it so
why do we have it?
Then halve the numbers of 12-18 year-olds by doubling up the age
groups so only genuinely talented boys are being coached by
professional clubs. Most still won't make it, but at least they have a
better chance.
If we're talking about pure talent development, let's have impartial
local or regional FA centres of excellence. But we're not. We're talking
about clubs wanting ownership of boys so they can develop and sell
them for profit. That is wrong, wrong, wrong.This considered clubs
MUST should be told to butt out of school sport and any other leanings
on education.
Better, rounded, educated children will produce better decisionmaking footballers in later life.
4) What would be your message/advice to parents who are
approached by professional clubs?
Be careful, keep your feet on the ground and don't get stars in your
eyes.
If you feel your son (and it is only boys we're talking about at present)
has the genuine talent to be a good footballer (but then how can you
tell at infant school age when clubs now seek to recruit?) and can
dedicate a good proportion of his extra curricula school life to pursuing
the dream of becoming a professional footballer then support him all
the way.
Also ponder the impact on the rest of the family, especially siblings.
How will they react to you as a parent devoting so much of your homefamily-free time just to one child?
If you do sign with an academy, look out for signs of progress and
happiness. Equally, if you spot signs of discontent or other issues
developing, you may need to be brave, act decisively and pull him out
of the academy. The number of times I've the line 'I had my doubts
but...' only for it all to end badly.
5) Most often abroad they do not talent ID and contract until 14
when adolescence kicks in. What is your opinion of the trawling
that happens at 7,8, and all the way through the prep school ages?
I think the biggest lie being perpetrated in British sport is that football
clubs need to train boys solely under their tutelage from as young as
possible so they can become great footballers.
There's no way they can ever commit to sufficient training to develop
in that way - children need to develop in all aspects of education in a
natural, fun environment - but particularly sport. Who's to say that in
talent spotting a boy at four-years-of-age you'll turn him into a great
footballer at 18? It's complete guess work.
Let them enjoy all sports - and if they like football and are good
enough to merit training at a pro club at a later age do so - but focusing
on one sport under 12 is a complete waste of time.
Trouble is, the justification for this was that there was too much
poaching going on at 14-16 years - 'predatory behaviour' as the game
calls it - but that hasn't faded. In reality, they barter children - only they
don't see it that way. Remove the right of clubs to sign boys under 14
and you remove their motivation to act in this way.
6) What are your first impressions of BWB and what message might
you give the boys?
I haven't seen enough of it to comment in detail - but I hugely like what
I have seen. Every town and city needs schemes of this sort - properly
organised junior and youth sport - connected, coordinated, fun, well
organised, impartial, properly structured - families and children put first
and built on solid principles.

ATEITIS CUP - LITHUANIA NOVEMBER 2014
of animated yelps as the smurfs noticed the snow covering the
ground, our efforts then concentrated on getting the boys from the
runway to passport control without injury; only Jago kissed the
ground with his butt cheeks via the ice which was a pretty successful
ratio considering.
We were not so lucky at passport control though. Harley had
forgotten to take his passport from his bag which was now the other
side awaiting us on the conveyer belt. An armed escort was needed
to verify that we were not trying to traffic children into the country.

This extract is taken from the BWB’s first trip to Lithuania. Here
is a look at the first two days.
Thursday
A mixture of under 11 and 12 players gathered on a Thursday morning
in November 2014 to prepare for BWB’s first journey to Lithuania.
Despite being melancholic at having to miss school, they gathered
their spirits to put in a good session on the 3G, working up an appetite
for brunch at the Red Lion. Whilst Mark and Jo feasted on a big
breakfast sizzler (Mark had two), the boys chewed on banana skins,
walnuts and coconut slices, and then it was time for the sprint up the
M4-M25-M11 to Stansted;
could you put an airport in a
more ridiculous location –
Norwich perhaps…?
Squeaker did his best to get
arrested. On discovering a
blade in his wallet, the
customs officials requested
to know where it had come
from. Unfortunately, his reply,
‘I don’t know I did not pack
my bag’, was clearly not the
response they were seeking
as we then had to go through
the whole bag searching for
other deadly items – I suggested a full body search but they declined
my offer. Fortunately, by this time Squeaker had already dropped half
his possessions en route to the departure gate so most of his other
hidden weapons had been lost!
He was not the only one causing trouble. Enough cosmetics and
fragrances to fill a small Boots store was confiscated by security and
the boys traipsed away in dismay as they could clearly not survive
without deodorant or hair gel.
Judging by the high-pitches squeals as we stepped off the plane,
it was immediately clear that temperatures in the old eastern block
are somewhat on the ‘sharper’ side. This was soon replaced by a flurry

Friday
Breakfast was basic but fitting for my stereotypical expectations of a
former eastern-bloc nation: nothing like a bit of early morning rice,
potato, salad and raw meat to prepare for battle. It was then off to
town for a history lesson outside the old KGB headquarters during
which the boys surprised me by listening, dare I say it, quite
voraciously and asked some excellent questions about the Berlin wall,
Communism, the 2nd World War and Ladas! Might be worth asking
them about it!
The 1st game of the day was against a team from Belarus. Typically
strong in contact and diligent, we did well to keep the ball away from
them in the first half without penetrating in behind. Indeed, although
they hardly touched the ball, the problem was neither did their
keeper – final pass was always forced owing to a lack of movement
in behind and out wide.
The second half followed much the same pattern and it was
disappointing that Leo’s finish after the keeper had parried Reus’s
effort was judged incorrectly to have been offside. Fortunately,
Ironman came to the rescue with a thunderbolt shot from outside of
the area following a surging run from Cap’t Bugsy from the back. It
was a good performance, but not a terribly clever performance in a
tournament scenario. More urgency to go forward needed if we are
to progress.

OLD BOYS

Toby Harding (Bath & Wilts 2007-10) asks Max O’Leary (Bath & Wilts 20068) about his time with Bath & Wilts, and what he is doing now.
How old were you when you started playing for Bath & Wiltshire
Schools and what position did you play?
I started playing there when I was 9. Back then it was one age group
(U11s) and I played for 2 years, mainly as centre back – but I played
everywhere, except up front!
Who are you playing for now?
Bristol City FC. I was on trial whilst at Bath schools and signed by Bristol
City the year after. I started out as a centre back but then moved to a goal
keeper when I was U14s. I currently play for the U18s and have been
involved in U21s fixtures. I have had one appearance on the bench for
the first team against Brentford.
How do you think Bath Schools helped you outside football?
It was the first time that I had played with a new group of boys, which
really helped me make new friends. Going abroad without my parents for
the first time made me feel like a grown up, having to look after myself for
once!
What was your favourite moment during your time at Bath Schools?
Being invited to play against Liverpool and most importantly beating
them (as captain!). We travelled up for the day and were shown round
their training ground, and then went to Alton Towers after our game. Also
my first tour, to Bormio. It was Bath & Wilts first tour abroad and it was
amazing, with snowboarding one day and mountain biking the next.
Except when Tim took us up what seemed like the steepest mountain
ever, where we all had to get off and walk!
What did you enjoy most about Bath Schools?
Making friends, playing great football and feeling part of a quality team.
Are any of your ex team mates still playing a high level of football?
There are 3 of us at BCFC (me, Zak Vyner and Matt Long), Josh Read at
Exeter, Dan Demkiv at Southampton and Kyle Scott at Chelsea.
Do you have any tips or advice for current BWB players?
Make the most of it while you can, because when it's gone, you'll miss it!

SPORTS DRINKS AND THE YOUNG ATHLETE
Sports drinks are becoming increasingly popular with school children.
It has been determined by a study that children’s intake of sugarsweetened beverages (SSBs) (including sports drinks) have been a
major cause for a rise in child obesity rates. SSBs contributed to 200
extra calories within school-aged children’s daily energy intake.
A further study reviewed the requirement of sports drinks for children
and adolescents. Sports drinks were found to be generally unnecessary
for children. They contain additional calories with no nutritional benefit
that can have adverse affects on health, development, body
composition and growth if chosen in place of nutritional foods. Sports
drinks advertise that additional electrolytes should be consumed during
exercise, however for a child who maintains a healthy diet, electrolyte
requirements should be met. Nevertheless paediatric athletes who
perform vigorous intense exercise will require more carbohydrate due
to depletion of muscle glycogen. Young athletes may also benefit from
a tiny additional amount of salt in their drinks whilst exercising to
maintain hydration levels.
Therefore it would seem to suggest that sports drinks may be
beneficial for the modern young athlete to maintain energy during
training/playing commitments. It is important to note however that
sports drinks are unnecessary when performing exercise for less than
60 minutes or during low-moderate intensity training sessions. There
are also alternative naturally occurring drinks, which have been shown
to display similar hydrating and performing effects in comparison to
sports drinks. Coconut water is a great example of a drink, which
provides a natural source of carbohydrates and electrolytes. Coconut
water also contains less sodium. Vita coco natural coconut water
contains 12mg/per 100ml of sodium, whereas orange Lucozade body
fuel contains 50mg/per 100ml of sodium.
Milk is another example of a sports drink, which has been shown to
restore hydration levels post-exercise. In fact some scientists compared
milk with sports drinks in regards to hydration. They found that the
sports drink produced a negative fluid-balance level post-exercise
whilst milk produced a positive fluid-balance level. Chocolate

flavoured milk has also been shown to improve recovery
and reduce the incidence of tired muscles. Another plus is
that milk contains nutrients to assist growth and
maturation development.
The final alternative to a manufactured sports drink
would be to make your own. It’s really quite simple add 250ml water to 250ml fruit juice and add a pinch of
salt. Very straightforward, contains natural ingredients
and also is a cheaper alternative.
In conclusion sports drinks can be beneficial to young
athletes if consumed appropriately in accordance to
training/playing commitments. Manufactured sports
drinks typically contain artificial ingredients that can
interfere with maturation and predispose health risks.
There are naturally occurring sports drinks, which have
been shown to compete with manufactured drinks. These
drinks also contain various nutrients which promote superior growth
development.
Charlotte James Bsc (Hons) Sports Biomedicine and Nutrition.
Additional Reading:
Briefel. R.R., Wilson. A., Cablic. C., Dodd. A.H., (2013), Reducing calories & added
sugars by improving children’s beverage choices, Journal of the Academy of
Nutrition & Dietetics, 113(2), 269 – 275
Cohen. D., (2012), The Truth about Sports Drinks, British Medical Journal, 20 -28
Galemore. C.A., (2011), Clinical Report – Sports Drinks and Energy Drinks for
Children and Adolescents: Are they appropriate?, Journal of the American
Academy of Paediatrics, 26(5), 320-321
Kalman. D.S., Feldman. S., Krieger. D.R., Bloomer. R.J., (2012), Comparison of
coconut water and a carbohydrate-electrolyte sport drink on measures of
hydration and physical performance in exercise-trained men, Journal of the
International Society of Sports Nutrition, 9, 1
Roy. B.D., (2008), Milk: the new Sports Drink?, Journal of International Society of
Sports Nutrition, doi:10.1186/1550-2783-5-15

CSI - BWB CLUB PROJECT
In the last few seasons a number of Keynsham Town players have
been selected for the Bath and Wiltshire Schools teams. As a club
we have been impressed by the quality of the training these boys
have received, the ethos that underpins the BWB approach and the
opportunities for personal development that have been on offer.

We were therefore delighted to become part of the Cluster Club
group that has been developed around BWB. We believe this
initiative can offer us the opportunity to work with other Clubs who
possess a similar ethos and commitment to developing young
players in the right way. As a Cluster Club we are able to expose
more of our young players to the knowledge and expertise that
exists within BWB, and take part in a range of events that offer the
players different experiences.
Grass roots junior football can be a challenging environment in
which it is often difficult for coaches to focus solely on the

development of players. League tables and the inevitable focus
they bring on the results of matches can discourage coaches from
experimenting with players in different positions and focusing on
their longer term development. Therefore the opportunity to
participate in events with other Cluster Clubs in which the whole
focus is on player development
rather than winning is one we are
keen to support.
Working with Tim we have begun
to develop a club wide football
philosophy, training curriculums
and player profiles which will
improve
the
quality
and
consistency of development for
every player at Keynsham Town.
This process has highlighted to us
the good things that we already
have in place, but also how much
we have to learn and how much
room there is for improvement in
the way we operate as a Club. It is
our belief that the Cluster Club
approach can help to spread
learning and good ideas between
us and we will all benefit from listening to and observing the way
other clubs develop their players.
We look forward to continuing to work with
all the Clubs in the Cluster Club project to
explore the benefits that can be realised for
players, coaches and the Clubs as a whole.
Richard Smale
Keynsham Town Juniors Football Club
Chairman

CHRISTMAS TRUCE
The month of November has been particularly special in 2014 as
people from around the world marked the centenary of the
beginning of the 1st World War. From the poppy collection at the
Tower of London to services in every town and village, factions within
football have used also the game’s influence to not just remember
the events of the past, but to help shape the attitudes of the future.
One of the most inspired projects was to bring stars from the UK
music industry, including The Farm, to re-record ‘All Together Now’
with backing vocals provided by schoolboy footballers from the
Premier League and Bundesliga.
Sixty U12 footballers (38 from Premier League clubs and 22 from
Germany) headed to Liverpool’s Parr Street Studios to record the
song in a wonderful spirit of togetherness singing the track in both
English and German.

“

qualifying stages of The Christmas Truce International Tournament,
featuring Under-12 teams from the German, Belgian and French
leagues. The qualifying phase usually takes place in England, but for
2014, U12 teams from all 20 Premier League clubs travelled to Ypres
for a weekend of competitive football and education.

These lads are only a few years younger
than some of the soldiers who met on
those Flanders fields a century ago. It's a
wonderful message to send out that 100
years on football and culture are still
bringing young people together.

”

Such initiatives should form the backbone of the national game as
they have at their core clear benefits which underpin the significance
of responsibility, compassion, resilience and curiosity. Certainly, this
is a project of which the Premier League Youth department can be
extremely proud.
The idea comes off the back of a project which started four years
ago with the Christmas Truce tournament in Iper, Belgium and is the
inspiration of Ged Roddy, Director of Youth at the Premier League.
Ged’s enthusiasm to use football to allow children to experience an
event which would give children tangible cultural, spiritual and
educational learning opportunities has been nothing short of
incredible.
“These lads are only a few years younger than some of the soldiers
who met on those Flanders fields a century ago. It's a wonderful
message to send out that 100 years on football and culture are still
bringing young people together."
The Wiltshire based Director, who has a son playing in the BWB
primary age groups, has ensured that the event has become more
significant each year. In October all 38 Premier League players who
sang on ‘All Together Now’ headed to Ypres, Belgium for the

FUNDRAISING
The Bath and Wiltshire School Sports Trust is entirely dependent on
voluntary income. Whilst we are enormously grateful to our
corporate and individual sponsors, we also encourage the boys who
are part of BWB to actively engage in fundraising activities. This not
only raises valuable funds for our programmes, but also allows the
boys to appreciate the costs involved in the various activities.

BAG PACKING
by Theo Lynden, U9, St Keyna Primary School
Last January, BWB set off to do shopping bag packing at Sainsburys
in Bath. Our aim was to raise money for tours, kit and other exciting
things.
We were up early and arrived before the store even opened! First
of all, I stood with a bucket at the front of the shop, before moving
on to bag packing.
The rules:
• Be polite and offer to help
• Remember that fragile things go on the top and heavy things at
the bottom
• Tell people who you are and why you’re there
• Smile

I had race number 535 and finished in 6mins 32seconds. It
definitely wasn't over 1.5 miles!! After the race you could see
everyone's times and even pictures on the website. We all got a
medal.
I managed to raise £160 which I was very pleased to achieve and
am trying to think how I can improve on this for next year.
It wasn’t just our coaches and parents who were impressed by our
efforts, the Editor of the Bath Chronicle mentioned that “it was
impossible to find a photo in which a Blue Smurf wasn’t present”
After all that excitement we walked back to the car and I saw the
elite runners fly past, then it was up to Larkhall in the pouring rain
and wind to play in a league match for Chew Valley FC.
Additional reporting by Harrison Newman, U10,
Midsomer Norton Primary School
Early in the morning on March 2nd, BWB team players and parents
met for the Bath family fun run. We all turned up wearing our kit but
Joe and Max Tantrum’s dad was wearing a crocodile outfit which
made us laugh. As we were waiting for the Bath Half Marathon to
finish it started to rain and get cold and I was getting more nervous.
We all lined up and the klaxon blew. Some people sprinted off but I
jogged at the start saving myself for later. In the end I came 37th
and really enjoyed it. After we finished we got a t-shirt, medal and a
goody bag containing a Mars Bar, toy and a drink. We were raising
money for BWB trips and tours and I think lots of money was raised.

It was a bit nerve racking to start with, but after a while I enjoyed
talking to people and one lady even gave me £5.
It was a successful day and we raised over £1,000! I think everyone
should give it a go.

BATH HALF MARATHON FUN RUN
By Ben Allen, U11, Chew Stoke Church School
I was one of the lucky people to have a place in the Bath Half
Marathon Family Fun Run on March 2nd 2014.
In total 1000 people took part in our race, which we were told was
over 1.5 miles long, and a massive 12,000 in the Half Marathon which
started just before our race.
It was really exciting to be involved in an event which has over
30,000 spectators and started 33 years ago. In total there were more
people watching/running than the capacity at Goodison Park!
We met at the Abbey at 10am and it was raining and cold, we then
walked to the runners village which was really busy and muddy.
Celebrities including former England Rugby players Lewis Moody
& David Flatman took part in the big race - but I didn't see them.
Also there were hundreds of people in fancy dress - I saw lots,
including Superman, Spiderman & Sponge Bob.
Tim first spoke to us in January and asked if we would like to take
part as it was a great opportunity to collect sponsorship to pay for
future tours. Over 30 Smurfs signed up for the event and we each
had to commit to raising a minimum of £50. I asked all my family and
friends and everyone was very generous.

SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS
The Bath and Wiltshire School Sports Trust is funded by voluntary
donations. The programmes we offer are provided at no cost to the
children or their parents, but there is a significant cost to the Trust. We
are extremely grateful to all our sponsors and supporters this year.

• Altus Ltd • Bahadur Family • Bibby family • Butler Toll
• CBS Consultants • Chippenham Farm Sales • Cray Family
• Chris Rosser Dental Practice • D Propert & Sons
• Dennis & Turnbull • Excel Bodyworks Ltd
• Flowers by Nicola • Gleeds • Horner Roberts Ltd
• Grubb Family • Henderson Family • Harbinson Family
• Morse Family • Nash Family • Netitude • Osborne Family
• Parsley in Time • Peacock Family • Pewsham Christmas Trees
• PJ’s Guardianship Services • Porton family • Semita Ltd
• Smale Family • Spare Space Taxis • Systopia • The House
• The Silver Shop• Wagtech • Wessex Water
• Wiltshire Farm Foods • Zenith International

Altus has been a major supporter and sponsor
of the Trust’s activities over the last year.
Kevin Okell, Consultancy Director, explains why
the company has chosen to support the Trust
My son James has been lucky enough to be involved with BWB for
the past 3 years. Over that time I have seen countless humbling
examples of dedication, selflessness, enthusiasm and sheer energy
from all the coaches, which could fill this book if I were to write about
them all. Instead I'm going to pick one experience which epitomised
the spirit and ethos of BWB.
Last year James had a nasty accident in which he severed two
ligaments, an artery and nerves in his left hand. It happened the day
before he was due to leave for an exciting trip to Borussia Dortmund
with BWB and, after he got over the trauma of the injury and two
emergency operations, the realisation of what he had missed began
to sink in. He kept in touch with what the group got up to through
the website updates and the usual teenage media channels and, on
their return, Tim came to visit replete with photos and the odd
souvenir. Despite the usual joking and bravado, it was plain to see
that James was pretty flat.
Next day another BWB email went out describing a follow-up trip
to Dortmund later in the year - far enough away for James to make
it after a few more months of rehabilitation. Despite Tim's claims, I
knew that my son's disappointment was a big factor in arranging
this extra tour and so I volunteered to help. My contribution was
pretty minimal - sharing the driving of one of the two mini-buses
with another Dad and occasionally rounding up passports and their
wandering owners. I did get to see though how much effort the
coaches put in to make these tours work.

waterpark for the boys to splash about and generally express their
gratitude by trying to drown them! Once again they arranged the
whole thing, making sure the boys had enough freedom to be
exciting but always there in the background to sort things out.
Probably the highlight of the trip was an evening visit to a
Bundesliga game between Dortmund and Stuttgart. BWB had
managed to get free tickets for most of the boys in the famous
SudTribune where they sang "You'll never walk alone" with 25,000
bouncing Germans having first taken them to the club shop to make
them resplendent in yellow. In addition to these standing tickets,
Tim had also managed to get a small number of tickets for the
hospitality suite. Rather than bagging them for the coaches as a
well-earned reward for three non-stop days of organising,
nursemaiding and general cajoling, they chose to award these
tickets to the boys who had done the most to create a good
impression of BWB both at the training sessions and with our hosts
in a gesture which demonstrates that there is so much more to this
organisation than football.
After another 12 hour drive in the opposite direction complete
with accidental diversions, emergency toilet breaks and a most
unhealthy visit to McDonalds we all arrived back home to return 26
tired but happy youngsters to their respective families. The coaches
were still smiling as they handed them over, before they too drove
home for the last few hours of the weekend with their own families.
For all this hard work, commitment and genuine caring for our kids
the coaches ask absolutely nothing - BWB is run by an incredible
group of people who give up huge amounts of their time to coach
and inspire kids on a voluntary basis.
I went home at the end of the weekend feeling happy but
exhausted. The coaches went home to start organizing the next one.
How could I possibly not sponsor the BWB having seen all that?
Kevin Okell | Consultancy Director
Tel: 01225 438000 | Mobile: 07771 726146|
email: kevin.okell@altus.co.uk | web: www.altus.co.uk

Starting at some unnatural hour in the middle of the night, Tim
and Shane were already there to orchestrate the mass departure;
checking essentials, organising seating, stacking luggage and
reassuring parents. Once everyone was settled they started us off
on a mammoth 13 hour drive through what seemed like a rush-hour
covering the whole of Northern Europe. When we finally arrived at
our destination, tired and hungry, the BWB team sprung into action
again - allocating rooms, sorting out keys, organising dinner, and
helping the boys to settle in. At dinner they made sure all the boys
got their meals, understood the hotel rules and generally behaved
themselves in exemplary fashion. After a couple of post-meal drinks
and very little relaxation for them the coaches were at it again,
walking the floors to make sure beds were made, boys had
completed their personal hygiene routines and finally that all was
quiet. By this time I was in the bar recovering but the coaches were
straight into discussions with their Dortmund contacts about
arrangements for the following days and what the boys would do on
their "rest day".
The next three days were a whirlwind of activity as the boys had
the privilege of experiencing some of the finest football academy
facilities in Europe (including the famous futbonaut), met members
of the Borussia Dortmund first team and played a host of games in
the hotel sports hall, all organised and supervised by the BWB
coaches. They played competitive matches against two local teams
as well as an academy side and throughout them all the coaches
were constantly encouraging, directing and inspiring them. In
between football, Tim and Shane organised a day trip to a local

Parsley In Time has been working across the
hospitality industry for more than 30 years
providing a broad range of table top, bar and
kitchen solutions. We supply restaurants, hotels,
bars and nightclubs throughout the UK with
essential catering equipment. By working closely
with manufacturers and importers we are able to
offer cost effective and efficient off the shelf or
bespoke packages, backed up with many years of
experience from our sales team. We also sell
catering equipment direct to the public.
We are proud to be sponsors of The Bath and Wiltshire Football
Trust (BWB). This is our third year of sponsorship. BWB offers
talented young players from all backgrounds a broad range of
opportunities and develops skills that are useful for them both on
and off the pitch.
www.parsleyintime.co.uk
Quote ‘BWB’ online for a 5% discount on your first order
email: info@parsleyintime.co.uk
Tel: 020 8317 5080

OLD BOYS
KEYNSHAM KYLE AND THE ROAD
TO STAMFORD BRIDGE

What was your nickname and why?
I was called scrappy (laughs). Probably because I was such a little rascal!
I was a small kid, a bit cheeky and quite determined so I guess the
nickname fitted perfectly!

Former Bath schools player Kyle Scott began kicking a ball with his
older brother Kristian at his home opposite the Crown Playing fields in
Keynsham when he was just 4. Now playing for Chelsea under 18s, Kyle
is hoping to make that final, yet most challenging step into the Premier
League.

Who is your role model?
If I had to choose a role model it would be Iniesta. He is a fantastic
technical player and likes to have the ball and be in the middle of things
to be in control; that’s why I love playing midfield. From the middle you
can control the direction and tempo of the game, but you need to be
quick thinking and technically sharp; it is not all about athleticism and
power.
Does it annoy you that athleticism can sometimes play too much of
a part in England?
Yea it can be a problem. We played Real Madrid in a final last year and
we won 2-0. I felt that we had just as good players as them, there was
not much difference. However, it seems that abroad kids get more
opportunity to play because technique and intelligence are valued
above or as much as physical presence. The Premier League is very
physical, but I just hope that we can value the other side of the game as
strongly.
Tell us about playing for your country
I have been lucky to have played for England against Germany and then
also for America against Mexico, France and Poland and the Czech
Republic. My mum is American so I am lucky that I can do both if I am
picked!
You have done a lot of traveling then?
Yes. For Chelsea I have played in Turkey, Russia, Spain, Portugal,
Belgium, Holland

What are your earliest memories of playing football?
My older brother Kristian was already playing in a team before I could
stand, so it was natural that I kicked around with him in our garden. The
garden was small and it was on
a bit of a slope but we had a
goal and used to drive mum
mad by smashing the ball into
the fence, plants and even
windows at times! When I was
old enough I joined Bitton and
probably enjoyed the 6-a-side
tournaments the most because I
had to bring home a trophy!
How did you find Kingswood,
particularly as they do not
Former BWB Kristian Scott, Kyle’s
focus on football?
older brother who now plays for
I had a good time there
Leicester
because of the amount of sport
you do. We did some football,
but looking back now I see that playing all the other sports is what helped
me to become a better football player. I remember playing in the rugby,
hockey, tennis, cricket teams and loved them all,
although hockey was my least favourite.
Why should boys play a range of sports when young, even if football
is their number 1 choice?
For me rugby made a big difference. It taught me how to use my
aggression, but also how to use my body in contact. I think playing just
one sport below 12 will restrict the skills you can learn to be used in
football as well.
What are your memories of playing for Bath Schools?
I remember going to Jersey to watch my brother play in the national
festival. He was in year 6 and I was in year 4. I was always playing anyway,
and Tim asked me if I wanted to play against Newbury and of course I said
yes! From then on I played until I joined Chelsea in year 6.

What message would you give to boys now?
Just love playing football whether it be for Bitton, Bath or Chelsea. The
higher you play the more serious it is and the more determined you
have to be…you have to be really resilient. But when you are a kid I
think the football camps where you do the technical work and it’s driven
by fun and just making little improvements are the best ways to develop.
Boys are training much more than I used to, but they need to remember
to focus on other things as well - at home and in school. Get those
things right and the football will be more enjoyable and will get better
as well

“Since I’ve been part of BWB
I don’t play around anymore,
I listen more. I’ve learnt how
to work as a team more.”
Charles Bibby

“I’ve learnt to respect others
and help them when needed.
And that there is no i in
“team”, and that “team”
stands for Together
Everyone Achieves More.”
Lewis Bahadur

“BWB is great fun and helps
me learn new stuff on and off
the pitch. If you are lucky and
get picked then do it and
make the most of it.”
Ben Allen

“Being a part of BWB is the
most amazing thing that
has happened in my life. It has
made me a more confident
footballer, and all round person.
Being part of BWB has made me
gain more confidence in myself.”
Tyler Kingman

“I’ve learnt that not everything
is about winning”
Ben Bishop

Worst moment with BWB:
“Putting on the wetsuits at
Bideford – they were so hard
to put on and my arms
started to ache!”
Tim Durojaye

TRAINING GROUNDS
• Keynsham FC, Crown Fields, Bristol Road, Keynsham, BS31 2BE •
• Odd Down Playing Fields, Bath, BA2 2PR •

Correspondance address:
The Bath & Wiltshire School Sports Trust. Proximity House, Pixash Lane, Keynsham BS31 1TP
Tel: 07795 117789
Email: bathsporttrust@bwb03.com • events@bwb03.com • info@bwb03.com • admin@bwb03.com
Website www.bpsfa.com
Registered charity 1153593

